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� Challenging market conditions in FY-16 as demand softened across most 

geographic markets – group sales down 10% y-o-y in constant currency, in 

line with published market indices

� Predicted downward trend in US Class 8 heavy-duty truck market 

materialised as sales, inventory & production corrected following FY-15 

peak in replacement cycle

� European truck sales softened in H2-16 as demand for trucks in Southern 

FY 2016 highlights
End-market development
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� European truck sales softened in H2-16 as demand for trucks in Southern 

European was satisfied  

� Whilst commodity prices strengthened during the year, it had no significant 

impact on FY-16 sales, although some evidence of increased activity within 

raw material production areas towards the end of the year

� Off-highway end-markets in North America and Europe remained at fairly 

suppressed levels due to continued macro economic uncertainty

� South America remained very weak across all end-markets in FY-16

� China remained stable whilst sales for Trucks & Construction Equipment in 

India increased under new Government initiatives to stimulate investment



FY 2016 highlights
Addressing the market & CBE

� Growth remains the highest priority for Concentric and during the year we 

have continued to invest in product development and strengthen both our 

sales team and engineering resources

� Due to the tough market conditions in Europe, North and South America, 

we announced the impact of restructuring plans initiated and executed 

during the second half of 2016 as a direct response to the sustained weak 

outlook for end-markets in these regions 
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outlook for end-markets in these regions 

� The restructuring corresponded to a 7% reduction of the group’s total 

workforce, primarily affecting operations in Chivilcoy, Argentina and Hof, 

Germany. Additionally, warehousing facilities have been rationalized. All in 

all, these measures correspond to MSEK 30 of annual savings for 2017

� All parts of the business also continue to participate in the CBE programme 

and this has also provided a framework for the restructuring plan

� The successful implementation of CBE has continued to support the 

consolidated results, ensuring that the underlying operating margin for 

2016 improved to 16.8%, in spite of the market headwinds



FY 2016 highlights
Regional performance
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Group sales, operating margin and employees are all stated in accordance with IFRS 11, Joint Arrangements, i.e. excluding Alfdex AB. 



FY 2016 highlights
Sales by region, product & end market

North America and Europe 

remain the principal territories 

for Concentric, based upon sales 

by customer location, reflecting 

the maturity of these markets. 

Emerging territories still account

for less than 10 percent of the 

Group’s sales.
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The balance of sales between 

engine and hydraulic products 

remained around 2:1 in 2016, 

driven primarily by the volume 

of business directed at the US 

and European truck markets. 

Hydraulic product sales for off-

highway equipment has 

remained soft.

Group’s sales.

*  Includes 50% share of sales in Alfdex AB. 



Market leading: Technology
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� Emissions reduction with market leading oil 

separators for crankcase gas ventilation for both 

heavy and medium duty engines using the 

patented ALFDEX technology. New electrically 

driven eHDS and eMDS presented at IAA 2016.

� Fuel efficiency from market leading variable 

flow (2-speed) water pumps for EURO IV engines 

Market leading: Technology
Engine products
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� Further fuel efficiency expected from other 

variable control products such as the patented 

LICOS dual cone clutch technology which provides 

power on demand for applications such as brake 

air compressors.

Fuel efficiency 
flow (2-speed) water pumps for EURO IV engines 

using patented LICOS electromagnetic clutch 

technology. This technology was rolled out into 

the US during Q4 2016.



� Size reduction with Ferra series that increases 

power density and delivers higher durability 

� Power on demand provided through our EHS 

technology which replaces traditional power 

steering pumps and provides power assisted 

steering only when needed. 2nd generation EHS 

to be launched in 2017.

Market leading: Technology
Hydraulic products
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power density and delivers higher durability 

within a 20-30% smaller space claim. Ferra 

Express programme has shortened customer lead 

times for this compact solution.

� Noise reduction with Calma series reduces 

outlet pressure pulsation by 75% which delivers 

up to 8-10 dB(A) lower noise levels. Increased 

penetration into the materials handling market 

for low noise applications, evidenced by recent 

contract win.



� Concentric has received an order from a global 

OEM of heavy trucks and buses to produce 

electric oil pumps for their hybrid applications. 

� Production will start in the second half of 2018, 

and is expected to generate total revenues of 

approximately MSEK 38 across Europe ramping 

up over an 8 year period, reaching a mature 

Recent technology wins
New electric oil pump
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up over an 8 year period, reaching a mature 

volume of 8,000 p.a. in 2026.

30 March 2017

� Concentric's electric oil pump offers system power savings through its 

variable pressure and speed control capability with the additional benefits 

of low noise. It also offers on-demand flow and variable speed capability.

� This new electric oil pump technology is another significant breakthrough 

in a market driven by increased electrification and control. The ‘Modular’ 

design strategy is ideally suited for a wide range of applications for 

emerging hybrid electric vehicles.



� Concentric was awarded a contract from a leading 

global OEM of material tele-handlers, boom and 

vertical lifts to produce hydraulic power units 

(HPU’s) for their next generation products. 

� Production has already started in Q1 2017 and is 

estimated to generate total worldwide revenues 

of approximately MSEK 45 over a 5 year period, 

Recent technology wins
Low noise, compact power units
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of approximately MSEK 45 over a 5 year period, 

reaching a mature volume of 10,000 p.a. in 2018.

� Concentric’s selection as the preferred supplier of 

HPUs was based upon the following factors: 

� Ability to easily integrate CALMA technology 

for low noise applications;

� Reduced envelope size to allow greater design 

flexibility and ease of installation; and

� Integrated components to optimise the system 

efficiency and reduce leakage paths

30 March 2017



� We have seen a growing trend towards 

electrification and hybrid applications, 

evidenced by the success we have had 

with EHS and the recent nomination to 

supply electric oil pumps.

� However, these volumes remain fairly 

low, focused primarily on bus and 

urban vocational lighter duty vehicles.

Electrification
What are the opportunities and risks?
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urban vocational lighter duty vehicles.

30 March 2017

� Daimler trucks expect the cost of 

batteries for their all electric 

truck, with an admissible total 

weight of up to 26 tonnes, to fall 

by a factor of 2.5 from €500/kWh 

in 1997 to €200/kWh by 2025, 

whilst the energy density of the 

batteries is expected to rise by 

the same factor.



� The torque and range requirements are such that 

mechanically driven pumps on the primary 

circuits of diesel combustion engines still remain 

the most cost effective solution for heavy duty 

(40 tonnes) applications. 

� Nonetheless, over the last 2 to 3 years the OEMs 

have initiated a number of electrification 

Electrification
What are the opportunities and risks?
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have initiated a number of electrification 

projects for secondary circuits (such as fuel 

transfer pumps) using brushless DC motors.

30 March 2017

� The benefits are flexibility, optimisation by control and simplification. The 

challenges are costs, motor efficiency and durability. In particular, 

commonality of motor sizes will be critical moving forward.

� Overall, the risk that core mechanical pumps (oil and water) will be 

replaced outright is low. On the contrary, electrification represents a 

significant opportunity to add incremental business to our current 

offerings.



CBE Spotlight: Innovation
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CBE spotlight: Innovation
Product life cycle

“A steady supply of innovative products that add value to 

the customer is crucial if we are to prevent our product 

range from becoming commoditised. A healthy product cycle 

includes products in all categories from standard product 

through to innovative new products.”

15 30 March 2017



CBE spotlight: Innovation
Importance of our support functions

“On a quarterly basis, a team of internal auditors from the 

plant conduct Layer Process Audits (LPAs) that audit processes 

for every Work Centre. They watch each process from start to 

finish. LPAs have 4 areas of focus:

� Equipment,

� Work instructions,

� Health & safety, and

� Improvement areas.
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Key performance indicators reassure us the business

is moving in the right direction, as evidenced by 

improvements in:

� on-time delivery,

� product quality – reductions in Customer returns 

measured in Parts Per Million (PPM),

� Energy consumption and water usage, and

� Profitability and variable cost control.”



GRI reporting: Sustainability
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GRI reporting: Sustainability
Group-wide Aspects & Targets
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GRI reporting: Sustainability
Group-wide Aspects & Targets
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Summary of results
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Summary of results
5yr history Sales & Operating margins

“2016 was another record year for Concentric in terms of the highest 

operating margin achieved, underpinned by a flexible business model 

driven through the CBE programme.”

21 30 March 2017



FY 2016 vs. Targets
Operating performance

The Overall, market indices* suggested production 

rates, blended to the Group’s end market and 

regions, were down 8% year-on-year. Concentric’s 

actual sales for 2016, including revenues 

attributable to Alfdex, were down 10% year-on-

year, adjusting for currency and the acquisition of 

GKN Pumps. This shortfall against expectations 

was principally due to Concentric’s reliance on 

Organic sales growth in constant currency (annually)

TARGET ACHIEVEMENT
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was principally due to Concentric’s reliance on 

Cummins and Caterpillar, especially in the Class 8 

heavy duty truck market where European OEMs 

have ‘in-sourced’ more of their engines for the 

North American market.

Operating margin

The reported operating margin for 2016 increased 

to 17.0% (16.5%) in spite of the market headwinds, 

as the business continued to demonstrate its ability 

to flex costs in a market downturn, supported 

through the Concentric Business Excellence 

programme.

* Market indices are based on the published data received from Power Systems 

Research, Off-Highway Research and the Industrial Truck Association.

TARGET ACHIEVEMENT

TARGET ACHIEVEMENT



FY 2016 vs. Targets
Capital structure & returns

The indebtedness decreased slightly to MSEK 300 

(488), in spite of the revaluation of pension 

liabilities which recognised net actuarial losses of 

MSEK 59 (gains 1) at year end. This was driven by 

the continued strong cash flow derived from 

operating activities of MSEK 409 (366) was used to 

fund dividend payments and further own share 

buybacks in 2016.

Gearing (Net debt/Equity)

TARGET ACHIEVEMENT
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buybacks in 2016.

Dividend payout ratio
Due to the Group’s earnings and strong financial 

position, the Board of Directors intend to propose to 

the shareholders at the Annual General Meeting an 

ordinary dividend of SEK 2.00 (2.25) per share for 

the 2015 fiscal year, plus a special dividend of SEK 

1.50 (1.00). The company has also repurchased own 

shares during 2016 amounting to MSEK 85 (144), 

which corresponds to a further shareholder 

distribution in the year of SEK 2.10 (3.44) per share.

TARGET ACHIEVEMENT



Concentric share vs. Market
Since listing & FY 2016
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Over the last 5 years to 31 December 2016, Concentric's shares have given a 

total annual average return to shareholders of 26 percent. The corresponding 

figure for the year ended 31 December 2016 was 10 percent.
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